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is there anything that can match the pure pleasure of sitting at a café watching life go by assuming you have a

cup of coffee in hand that is coffee that lovely elixir of life has provided stimulation solace and socialization

around the world for centuries part coffee lover s diary part travelogue always engaging informative and insightful

one cup at a time is the tale of a woman s quest for love and happiness and coffee when work brought debra

lynn bellefeuille to london england travel delivered new cultural adventures and life supplied plenty of ups and

downs coffee became her therapy and a way of discovering herself a sort of kick starting uplifting antidote to

regrets she has scouted out the best coffee shops met fellow coffee aficionados researched myth fact and fiction

participated in ancient coffee rituals tasted the most expensive coffee in the world and travelled to marrakesh

and beyond in search of the best coffee experiences always sharing her love of coffee with others she found her

greatest pleasure in sitting at a coffee shop savouring the taste and observing others watching life go by one cup
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at a time serving up another steaming hot cup of the warm and floofies this new collection follows your favorite

regulars at cat s cafe as well as several all new characters as they handle the ups and downs of life with the

help of their friends a follow up collection based on the popular webcomic cat s cafe one cup at a time immerses

readers in the gentle supportive world of cafe owner cat and his adorable friends with familiar faces like penguin

and kiwi and new friends like fox and spider this collection handles real issues like relationships self esteem and

mental health through a tender positive lens one cup at a time isn t about forgetting your problems it s about

supporting one another through those problems and loving each other and ourselves through it all transform your

down time into do time the most successful language learners create a habit of studying on a regular basis 50

swedish coffee breaks makes it easy to master a simple routine of improving your swedish by effortlessly

integrating it with your calming daily ritual from a 5 minute espresso to a 15 minute latte organised by 5 10 and

15 minutes these 50 varied and lively activities from anagrams and idiom challenges to recipes and quotations

are created for high beginner to intermediate adult and young adult learners and designed to keep you motivated

while building your skills in key areas reading comprehension writing skills grammar confidence translation

abilities vocabulary expansion cultural awareness by practising swedish in a fun and relaxed way in the time you

have you will stay on track to achieve your language learning aspirations so pick up your preferred brew and this
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practical book and make learning the most pleasant and productive part of your busy day for 15 years coffee

break languages has helped make it possible for millions of people to learn a language in a way that fits into

their everyday life whether that s while walking the dog at the gym or on their coffee break teach yourself has

collaborated with coffee break languages to bring their brilliant method to a wider audience by producing their

first ever printed product all the activities are written by long time teachers of the language in coffee break s

characteristically friendly and conversational style it s the perfect complement to your studies the activities are

levelled for high beginner to low intermediate learners cefr a2 b1 and actfl intermediate low mid from the creator

of the bestselling anti coloring book series with more than 600 000 copies sold a new parenting guide to

encouraging creativity in preschool age children young at art is the first and only comprehensive book for the

general audience about the nature value and impact of art on very young children directed towards parents and

educators of one to five year olds susan striker explains why children s art is not a frill but the very foundation

upon which all later fundamental skills are built she drives home the idea that encouraging children s artistic

growth will have beneficial effects on all other aspects of their emotional and intellectual development at the core

of this practical guide is the understanding that art is an important tool in teaching young children crucial

concepts related to self expression reading and writing as opposed to more structured exercises such as coloring
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on dittos and underlining pictures in workbooks striker stresses that scribbling and free drawing experiments are

the most important art activities a child can engage in they better prepare children to read independently as they

grow young at art provides descriptions for age appropriate art activities tips for carrying them out safely and

helps parents recognize what a child s art work should look like at each stage of development with young at art

parents will develop realistic expectations of their children s work learn how to speak to their children about their

art and facilitate skills well beyond their creativity that will benefit children each society that consumes alcohol

has its own unique drinking culture and each society deals with the drunken products of that culture in particular

ways as mark d west shows in drunk japan the distinctive features of japanese drinking culture and its

intoxication related laws are not simply interesting in and of themselves but offer a unique window into japanese

society more broadly drawing upon close readings of over 5 000 published japanese court opinions on

drunkenness related cases he provides a rich description of japanese alcohol consumption drinking culture and

intoxication west reveals that the opinions not only show patterns in what where and why people drink in japan

but they also focus to a surprising extent on characteristics including occupation wealth gender and education of

individual litigants by examining the consistencies and contradictions that emerge from the cases west finds that

at its most extreme the japanese legal system is hyper individualized focusing on individual people sometimes
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leads courts to ignore forensic evidence to rely on post arrest drinking tests and to calculate prison sentences

based on factors such as a mother s promise to help her adult child abstain cumulatively the colorful and often

tragic cases west uses not only illuminate the complexity of the culture but they also reveal an entirely new vision

of japanese law and a comprehensive picture of alcohol use in japanese society writ large a tea reader contains

a selection of stories that cover the spectrum of life this anthology shares the ways that tea has changed lives

through personal intimate stories read of deep family moments conquered heartbreak and peace found in the

face of loss a tea reader includes stories from all types of tea people people brought up in the tea tradition those

newly discovering it classic writings from long ago tea lovers and those making tea a career together these tales

create a new image of a tea drinker they show that tea is not simply something you drink but it also provides

quiet moments for making important decisions a catalyst for conversation and the energy we sometimes need to

operate in our lives the stories found in a tea reader cover the spectrum of life such as the development of new

friendships beginning new careers taking dream journeys and essentially sharing the deep moments of life with

friends and families whether you are a tea lover or not here you will discover stories that speak to you and

inspire you sit down grab a cup and read on in the us millions of people spend billions of dollars on books

programs drugs or surgery that claim to offer a solution to obesity it is a huge and exploitive industry that
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flourishes while per capita we are becoming heavier and unhealthier by the minute none of the above fully

address the core issue with weight and that is why are we so hungry where do these cravings come from and

how do we become craving free and empowered in our food choices lighten up win at losing gives the reader

basic information about food most of what we eat doesn t nourish and then it fosters the mind shift necessary for

a new relationship with food at the beginning of whitebread protestants daniel sack writes when i was young

church meant food decades later it s hard to point to particular events but there are lots of tastes smells and

memories such as the taste of dry cookies and punch from coffee hour or that strange orange drink from

vacation bible school and so he begins this fascinating look at the role food has played in the daily life of the

white protestant community in the united states he looks at coffee hours potluck dinners ladies afternoon teas

soup kitchens communion elements and a variety of other things a blend of popular culture religious history and

the growing field of food studies the book will reveal both conflict and vitality in unexpected places in american

religious life after catching her celebrity chef fiancé sizzling in the arms of another woman lindsey bakewell left

big city wall street for small town beacon harbor michigan to pursue her own passion as a pastry baker and gets

mixed up in someone s sweet taste of revenge more interested in kneading dough than adding it up lindsey s

breakup inspired her to set up the shop she always wanted in a place that always made her happy she d spent
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many childhood summers near this beach community and converting the old run down lighthouse into a bakery

café and home offers a perfect fresh start for lindsey and her devoted newfoundland dog wellington but not

everyone in town has a sweet tooth the preservation society won t have the lighthouse s history sugar coated by

lattes and cakes and a protest group crashes lindsey s memorial day opening then her ex fiancé jeffrey plank

and his girlfriend mia long arrive to trash the place in the ensuing chaos mia chokes on a donut and dies an

autopsy reveals cyanide in mia s bloodstream and lindsey is the police s prime suspect to clear her name she s

going to need to combine ingredients found in the town s checkered past to uncover the identity of a desperate

killer includes delicious recipes advance praise for murder at the beacon bakeshop darci hannah mixes spicy

characters a sweet bakeshop and a possibly haunted lighthouse into a charming beachfront michigan village and

serves up a mystery as delectable as the bakeshop s treats and as twisty as the lighthouse stairs ginger bolton

author of boston scream murder digicat presents to you this unique religious collection containing the sacred

texts of judaism history books and theological writings judaism is an ethnic religion comprising the collective

religious cultural and legal tradition and civilization of the jewish people considered to be the expression of the

covenant that god established with the children of israel it encompasses a wide body of texts practices and

theological positions the torah is part of the larger text known as the tanakh or the hebrew bible and
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supplemental oral tradition represented by later texts such as the midrash and the talmud contents religious texts

tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central text of rabbinic judaism torah bilingual english hebrew five books of

moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical exegesis by ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah unveiled

translations and commentaries of the books of zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most

important text of kabbalah siddur the standard prayer book the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew

congregations the union haggadah jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish

wars flavius josephus antiquities of the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of

the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the perplexed moses

maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen if a city is its people and its people are what they eat then

shouldn t food play a larger role in our dialogue about how and where we live the food of a metropolis is

essential to its character native plants proximity to farmland the locations of supermarkets immigration food

security concerns how chefs are trained how a city nourishes itself might say more than anything else about

what kind of city it is with a cornucopia of essays on comestibles the edible city considers how one city eats it

includes dishes on peaches and poverty on processing plants and public gardens on rats and bees and bad

restaurant service on schnitzel and school lunches there are incisive studies of food safety policy of feeding the
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poor and of waste and a happy tale about a hardy fig tree together they form a saucy picture of how toronto and

by extension every city sustains itself from growing basil on balconies to four star restaurants dig into the edible

city and get the whole story from field to fork the subjects treated are physical activities eating more nutritious

foods and having a healthy active brain to accomplish these goals a person must learn to change his or her mind

set from old habits to new healthier habits throughout the ten chapters the reader is encouraged to participate by

answering questions making choices and considering actions for his or her own benefits review winner of the

2012 case john grenzebach award for outstanding research in philanthropy for educational advancement a guide

to fundraising at historically black colleges and universities is a comprehensive research based work that brings

the best practices and expertise of seminal professionals to the larger black college environment and beyond

drawing on data driven advice from interviews with successful black college fundraisers and private sector

leaders this book gives practitioners a comprehensive approach for moving away from out of date approaches to

improve their institutions this practical guide includes an all campus approach discussion goes beyond alumni

fundraising strategies to address the blended role that faculty administrators and advancement professionals can

play to achieve fundraising success practical recommendations end of chapter suggestions for quick reference as

well as recommendations integrated throughout best practices and examples data based content to strengthen
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fundraisers understanding of institutional advancement and alleviate uncertainties examples of innovative

approaches an entire chapter outlining successful innovative fundraising and engagement programs at various

institutions extensive appendices useful resources related to grant procurement endowments alumni giving

enrollment and retention financial aid and other helpful hbcu information both newcomers and seasoned

professionals in the hbcu fundraising arena will benefit from the compelling recommendations offered in a guide

to fundraising at historically black colleges and universities fifth book in the cooking easy cookbook series full of

my secret candy making recipes plus many more it s really not as hard as you think when brett markham

published a small black and white handbook about how to run a successful mini farm he never dreamed how

popular the book would soon become in 2010 skyhorse publishing inc published brett s book in full color with

over a hundred of the author s own photographs and mini farming became an instant bestseller spawning four

additional mini farming books on everything from fermenting to composting now for the first time all 5 mini

farming titles are collected together in one massive volume mini farming maximizing your mini farm mini farming

guide to composting mini farming guide to vegetable gardening mini farming guide to fermenting learn how to

make your own compost save seeds start a compost pile ferment your own wine get the most out of your

vegetable garden and more and all on just ¼ acre or less learn why tens of thousands of readers across north
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america have chosen mini farming for all their self sufficiency needs this is the must have guide for any farmer

whether they re beginners or experienced mini farmers looking for new ideas in pour your heart into it former ceo

and now chairman emeritus howard schultz illustrates the principles that have shaped the starbucks phenomenon

sharing the wisdom he has gained from his quest to make great coffee part of the american experience the

success of starbucks coffee company is one of the most amazing business stories in decades what started as a

single store on seattle s waterfront has grown into the largest coffee chain on the planet just as remarkable as

this incredible growth is the fact that starbucks has managed to maintain its renowned commitment to product

excellence and employee satisfaction marketers managers and aspiring entrepreneurs will discover how to turn

passion into profit in this definitive chronicle of the company that has changed everything from our tastes to our

language to the face of main street fortune hues of tokyo is a haunting collection of short stories with a backdrop

of one of the world s most interesting cities as you travel with visitors and natives through the streets of tokyo

you will puzzle through the surreal encounter of a first time visitor to tokyo join a salary man who is looking for

life beyond the company or hold your breath as a young girl tries to find a way out of a traumatic abuse cycle

additional tales speak to lost love the blindness of greed and redemption of fair play and the loss of an old friend

to modern encroachment several provocative stories look to japan s history for inspiration in today s fast paced
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society hues of tokyo can be read straight through as a whole work with interlocking themes or each story can

be cherished individually as you enter the world of a complex city of intrigue and history however you approach

the network of stories you will be entertained by whimsical tales that both amuse and provoke deep thought

about the relationships among past present and future in tokyo and beyond accessible spiritual narratives of the

meal as communion plus recipes by a well known blogger widely traveled musician and retreat leader this is a

book about what nourishes us food faith family and friends and how all of those elements are essential

ingredients of communion in fact how every meal of our lives holds an invitation to the sacred meal as i say in

the opening chapter what the gospel writers don t seem to scrimp on are stories of jesus eating or at least

stories about jesus and food he eats feeds talks about food and even calls himself the bread of life right down to

that last night in the upper room where they sat around the table and he wrapped it all up with a meal the meal

as his ultimate metaphor from the introduction a broadway actress and her family go on a cross country

adventure during the covid 19 shutdown drive follows the pandemic shut down journey of come from away

actress sharon wheatley and her family from broadway s sudden closure to when the curtains finally go back up

along the way wheatley thinks back on the humor and grit of her parents and draws strength from those

memories in order to confront the challenges of shepherding her family and pets through this unprecedented time
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while making hilarious memories along the way drive is part travelogue part little miss sunshine and all broadway

when beverly landry inherits mystic ridge a glorious yet neglected summer resort she and her girlfriend begin a

new life in the small town of lament as soon as bev s girlfriend cate arrives on the ridge she s plagued by

terrifying nightmares involving the death of a beautiful young woman everywhere cate goes she s followed by

black mist and glowing red eyes when she sleeps a demonic force guides her toward the ridge every day brings

a new vision of death if they stay in lament someone is sure to die will mystic ridge tear cate and bev apart for

good or will a league of unlikely friends help the couple defeat the evil living on their land bill connors usmc must

extract a secret agent from north korea without the north koreans knowledge he organizes a secret marine

intelligence unit marine gung ho is used throughout digicat present this meticulously edited collection of the most

sacred texts of judaism as well as most important historical and theological books about the jewish faith content

religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central text of rabbinic judaism torah bilingual english hebrew

five books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical exegesis by ancient judaic authorities the

kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of the books of zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is

the most important text of kabbalah siddur the standard prayer book the authorized daily prayer book of the

united hebrew congregations the union haggadah jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder
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history the jewish wars flavius josephus antiquities of the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz

the legends of the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the

perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen be one of the first to read this sneak

preview sample edition a sweeping addictive story of bravery and sacrifice authentic period detail creates a

suspenseful chilling atmosphere in this grand historical novel susan wiggs 1 new york times bestselling authors

fast paced suspenseful and intriguing super enjoyable elizabeth george 1 new york times bestselling author had

me guessing and turning pages right up to the final shocking reveal which i never saw coming a perfect summer

read charlie donlea usa today bestselling author a serial killer preys on women in wwii era seattle in the new

york times bestselling author s gripping new thriller a blend of vivid richly detailed historical fiction and taut

suspense 1943 seattle while raging war reshapes the landscape of europe its impact is felt thousands of miles

away too before the war nora kinney was one of countless housewives and mothers in her comfortable capitol

hill neighborhood now with her doctor husband stationed in north africa nora feels compelled to do more than

tend her victory garden or help with scrap metal drives at the boeing b 17 plant nora learns to wield a heavy

riveting gun amid the deafening noise of the assembly line a real life counterpart to rosie the riveter in the

recruitment posters yet while the country desperately needs their help not everyone is happy about all these
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women taking over men s jobs nora worries that she is neglecting her children especially her withdrawn teenage

son but amid this turmoil a sinister tragedy occurs one of nora s coworkers is found strangled in her apartment

dressed in an apron with a lipstick smile smeared on her face it s the beginning of a terrifying pattern as women

war plant workers like nora are targeted throughout seattle and murdered in the same ritualistic manner and

eclipsing nora s fear for her safety is her secret growing conviction that she and the killer are connected and that

the haven that was her home has become her own personal battlefield a compulsively unputdownable keep you

guessing to the end pages flying whodunit packed with compelling complicated characters in a fascinating and

meticulously researched time and place laurie frankel new york times bestselling author of this is how it always is

nobody writes suspense better than kevin o brien read the enemy at home but do so with the lights on robert

dugoni new york times bestselling author the curves in the plot kept me reading late into the night while checking

the locks on my doors erica bauermeister new york times bestselling author of no two persons tea room tales

tidbits is an enchanting collection of stories and recipes that have been gathered while operating the ivy tea room

and craft studio in this book you will find all of the recipes that made the tearoom famous even our coveted

scones with cream and jam is included you will find an assortment of entertaining stories that detail how the

tearoom came to be and many of the oddities encountered while running it numerous ghost stories are revealed
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within these pages as the century home has had many visitors over the years tamara hopes you enjoy this much

anticipated book and relive some of the food and stories she has created and experienced the mindful teacher s

toolkit gives educators clear directions to develop their own mindful or awareness based practice and ideas for

how to embody and integrate these practices in their teaching the combination of activities guidance and real life

examples provide mindful teachers with a toolkit of everything they need to be able to develop their own mindful

classroom in goddard school memories author and historian ginny reeves tells the story of the goddard kentucky

common school through its people giving slices of life from the log field schools to the three room school the

common school movement widely regarded as the most significant reform in nineteenth century american

education was developed by horace mann of massachusetts mann s goal was to provide free education to all

regardless of wealth heritage or class his theme is from proverbs 22 6 train up a child the way he should go and

when he is old he will not depart from it it was used at goddard school every day this comprehensive history of

rural education in kentucky details social cultural and educational events giving state and local curriculum

contracts teaching methods textbooks moonlight schools and common school requirements goddard school

memories has many engaging anecdotes full of adventure humor and tragedy the collection covers tales that

range from daring discipline issues with naughty boys putting skunk oil in teachers coat pockets turning over
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outhouses misplacing tombstones in the cemetery taking boards from the schoolhouse and making wooden

pistols to memories of box suppers plays and a musical performance by tom t hall before he became a noted

county music star to the celebrated eighth grade graduation events at the neighboring goddard methodist church

to the federal school lunch program that spurred the development of a lunchroom the electrical wiring of the

school and the building of a cistern genealogists will be delighted with a list of students who attended goddard

school listing birth dates and parent names short biographies of many teachers are given goddard school

memories is a moving portrait of schoolroom stories that preserves the rich educational heritage of fleming

county kentucky 238 fair trade is a fast growing alternative market intended to bring better prices and greater

social justice to small farmers around the world but what does a fair trade label signify this vivid study of coffee

farmers in mexico offers the first thorough investigation of the social economic and environmental benefits of fair

trade based on extensive research in zapotec indigenous communities in oaxaca brewing justice follows the

members of the cooperative michiza whose organic coffee is sold on the international fair trade market and

compares them to conventional farming families in the same region the book carries readers into the lives of

coffee producer households and communities offering a nuanced analysis of fair trade s effects on everyday life

and the limits of its impact brewing justice paints a clear picture of the dynamics of the fair trade market and its
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relationship to the global economy drawing on interviews with dozens of fair trade leaders the book also explores

the movement s fraught politics especially the challenges posed by rapid growth and the increased role of

transnational corporations it concludes with recommendations to strengthen and protect the integrity of fair trade

this updated edition includes a substantial new chapter that assesses recent developments in both coffee

growing communities and movement politics offering a guide to navigating the shifting landscape of fair trade

consumption janice vancleave s a projects in chemistry are you having a hard time coming up with a good idea

for the science fair do you want to earn extra credit in your chemistry class or do you just want to know how the

world really works janice vancleave s a projects in chemistry can help you and the best part is it won t involve

any complicated or expensive equipment this step by step guide explores 30 different topics and offers dozens of

experiment ideas the book also includes charts diagrams and illustrations here are just a few of the topics you ll

be investigating acid base reactions polymers crystals electrolytes denaturing proteins you ll be amazed at how

easy it is to turn your ideas into winning science fair projects also available janice vancleave s a projects in

biology machines who think how utterly preposterous huff beleaguered humanists defending their dwindling turf

artificial intelligence it s here and about to surpass our own crow techno visionaries proclaiming dominion it s so

simple and obvious each side maintains only a fanatic could disagree deciding where the truth lies between
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these two extremes is the main purpose of john haugeland s marvelously lucid and witty book on what artificial

intelligence is all about although presented entirely in non technical terms it neither oversimplifies the science nor

evades the fundamental philosophical issues far from ducking the really hard questions it takes them on one by

one artificial intelligence haugeland notes is based on a very good idea which might well be right and just as well

might not that idea the idea that human thinking and machine computing are radically the same provides the

central theme for his illuminating and provocative book about this exciting new field after a brief but revealing

digression in intellectual history haugeland systematically tackles such basic questions as what is a computer

really how can a physical object mean anything what are the options for computational organization and what

structures have been proposed and tried as actual scientific models for intelligence in a concluding chapter he

takes up several outstanding problems and puzzles including intelligence in action imagery feelings and

personality and their enigmatic prospects for solution righteous blood ruthless blades is a roleplaying game of

dark adventure and heroic thrills inspired primarily by the wuxia stories of gu long players assume the roles of

eccentric heroes who solve mysteries avenge misdeeds uphold justice and demonstrate profound mastery of the

martial arts character creation is designed to produce fleshed out potent individuals who can follow several paths

including those of the physician beggar assassin thief soldier bandit and more these characters inhabit a unique
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martial world or jianghu set in a romanticized ancient china the towns temples and inns the characters can visit

and the sects and factions with whom they interact will bring their own character to the game and provide a host

of opportunities and threats the game is based on a simple ten sided dice pool mechanic loosely modeled on the

one found in wandering heroes of ogre gate and play is designed to be gritty suspenseful and fast so the focus

remains on solving mysteries and roleplaying your character when combat does arise it is consequential and

swift and often resolved in a single role of the dice this rulebook includes a sample martial world and a starting

adventure as well as guidelines for games masters looking to run wuxia games and create their own unique

jianghu rife with martial experts sects and mysterious locations inside you ll find hamburger and sausage gravies

seafood wellington even a section on how to can bacon moore knows what she s talking about vice a beginner s

guide to doomsday prepper cookbooks in a survival situation fictional or real there are certain components that

are necessary to consider that will insure getting to the other side regardless of the disaster one must have food

water and shelter in order to live taking that just a bit further you must have food and a means to cook it water

and a means to make it potable and shelter and a means of heating it deborah d moore has been a prepper for

most of her life long before the term was popular she believes in being prepared to winter in during the long cold

months that the upper peninsula of michigan has to endure an entire room in her small house is devoted to food
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and supply storage she has a well for water plus a filtration system in the event she has to use creek or rain

water since her house is small it s easy to heat with the wood cook stove that at the same time gives her a

means of cooking and baking author deborah d moore will take you on a fun step by step journey to recreate the

same meals she makes every day using only what she has stored in her pantry fantastic more than a collection

of recipes interspersed between chapters with recipes are snippets about life in the woods backdoor survival a

modern collection of recipes that have all been regularly prepared on a woodburning range wood cookstove

cooking



One Cup at a Time 2015-12-03

is there anything that can match the pure pleasure of sitting at a café watching life go by assuming you have a

cup of coffee in hand that is coffee that lovely elixir of life has provided stimulation solace and socialization

around the world for centuries part coffee lover s diary part travelogue always engaging informative and insightful

one cup at a time is the tale of a woman s quest for love and happiness and coffee when work brought debra

lynn bellefeuille to london england travel delivered new cultural adventures and life supplied plenty of ups and

downs coffee became her therapy and a way of discovering herself a sort of kick starting uplifting antidote to

regrets she has scouted out the best coffee shops met fellow coffee aficionados researched myth fact and fiction

participated in ancient coffee rituals tasted the most expensive coffee in the world and travelled to marrakesh

and beyond in search of the best coffee experiences always sharing her love of coffee with others she found her

greatest pleasure in sitting at a coffee shop savouring the taste and observing others watching life go by one cup

at a time



One Cup at a Time 2022-09-27

serving up another steaming hot cup of the warm and floofies this new collection follows your favorite regulars at

cat s cafe as well as several all new characters as they handle the ups and downs of life with the help of their

friends a follow up collection based on the popular webcomic cat s cafe one cup at a time immerses readers in

the gentle supportive world of cafe owner cat and his adorable friends with familiar faces like penguin and kiwi

and new friends like fox and spider this collection handles real issues like relationships self esteem and mental

health through a tender positive lens one cup at a time isn t about forgetting your problems it s about supporting

one another through those problems and loving each other and ourselves through it all

The United States, Appellant, Vs. Forty Barrels and Twenty Kegs, Coca-

Cola, Appellee 1912

transform your down time into do time the most successful language learners create a habit of studying on a

regular basis 50 swedish coffee breaks makes it easy to master a simple routine of improving your swedish by



effortlessly integrating it with your calming daily ritual from a 5 minute espresso to a 15 minute latte organised by

5 10 and 15 minutes these 50 varied and lively activities from anagrams and idiom challenges to recipes and

quotations are created for high beginner to intermediate adult and young adult learners and designed to keep

you motivated while building your skills in key areas reading comprehension writing skills grammar confidence

translation abilities vocabulary expansion cultural awareness by practising swedish in a fun and relaxed way in

the time you have you will stay on track to achieve your language learning aspirations so pick up your preferred

brew and this practical book and make learning the most pleasant and productive part of your busy day for 15

years coffee break languages has helped make it possible for millions of people to learn a language in a way

that fits into their everyday life whether that s while walking the dog at the gym or on their coffee break teach

yourself has collaborated with coffee break languages to bring their brilliant method to a wider audience by

producing their first ever printed product all the activities are written by long time teachers of the language in

coffee break s characteristically friendly and conversational style it s the perfect complement to your studies the

activities are levelled for high beginner to low intermediate learners cefr a2 b1 and actfl intermediate low mid



50 Swedish Coffee Breaks 2023-12-07

from the creator of the bestselling anti coloring book series with more than 600 000 copies sold a new parenting

guide to encouraging creativity in preschool age children young at art is the first and only comprehensive book

for the general audience about the nature value and impact of art on very young children directed towards

parents and educators of one to five year olds susan striker explains why children s art is not a frill but the very

foundation upon which all later fundamental skills are built she drives home the idea that encouraging children s

artistic growth will have beneficial effects on all other aspects of their emotional and intellectual development at

the core of this practical guide is the understanding that art is an important tool in teaching young children crucial

concepts related to self expression reading and writing as opposed to more structured exercises such as coloring

on dittos and underlining pictures in workbooks striker stresses that scribbling and free drawing experiments are

the most important art activities a child can engage in they better prepare children to read independently as they

grow young at art provides descriptions for age appropriate art activities tips for carrying them out safely and

helps parents recognize what a child s art work should look like at each stage of development with young at art

parents will develop realistic expectations of their children s work learn how to speak to their children about their



art and facilitate skills well beyond their creativity that will benefit children

Young at Art 2011-04-01

each society that consumes alcohol has its own unique drinking culture and each society deals with the drunken

products of that culture in particular ways as mark d west shows in drunk japan the distinctive features of

japanese drinking culture and its intoxication related laws are not simply interesting in and of themselves but

offer a unique window into japanese society more broadly drawing upon close readings of over 5 000 published

japanese court opinions on drunkenness related cases he provides a rich description of japanese alcohol

consumption drinking culture and intoxication west reveals that the opinions not only show patterns in what

where and why people drink in japan but they also focus to a surprising extent on characteristics including

occupation wealth gender and education of individual litigants by examining the consistencies and contradictions

that emerge from the cases west finds that at its most extreme the japanese legal system is hyper individualized

focusing on individual people sometimes leads courts to ignore forensic evidence to rely on post arrest drinking

tests and to calculate prison sentences based on factors such as a mother s promise to help her adult child



abstain cumulatively the colorful and often tragic cases west uses not only illuminate the complexity of the culture

but they also reveal an entirely new vision of japanese law and a comprehensive picture of alcohol use in

japanese society writ large

Drunk Japan 2020-03-11

a tea reader contains a selection of stories that cover the spectrum of life this anthology shares the ways that tea

has changed lives through personal intimate stories read of deep family moments conquered heartbreak and

peace found in the face of loss a tea reader includes stories from all types of tea people people brought up in

the tea tradition those newly discovering it classic writings from long ago tea lovers and those making tea a

career together these tales create a new image of a tea drinker they show that tea is not simply something you

drink but it also provides quiet moments for making important decisions a catalyst for conversation and the

energy we sometimes need to operate in our lives the stories found in a tea reader cover the spectrum of life

such as the development of new friendships beginning new careers taking dream journeys and essentially

sharing the deep moments of life with friends and families whether you are a tea lover or not here you will



discover stories that speak to you and inspire you sit down grab a cup and read on

Tea Reader 2012-08-21

in the us millions of people spend billions of dollars on books programs drugs or surgery that claim to offer a

solution to obesity it is a huge and exploitive industry that flourishes while per capita we are becoming heavier

and unhealthier by the minute none of the above fully address the core issue with weight and that is why are we

so hungry where do these cravings come from and how do we become craving free and empowered in our food

choices lighten up win at losing gives the reader basic information about food most of what we eat doesn t

nourish and then it fosters the mind shift necessary for a new relationship with food

Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office 1915

at the beginning of whitebread protestants daniel sack writes when i was young church meant food decades later

it s hard to point to particular events but there are lots of tastes smells and memories such as the taste of dry

cookies and punch from coffee hour or that strange orange drink from vacation bible school and so he begins



this fascinating look at the role food has played in the daily life of the white protestant community in the united

states he looks at coffee hours potluck dinners ladies afternoon teas soup kitchens communion elements and a

variety of other things a blend of popular culture religious history and the growing field of food studies the book

will reveal both conflict and vitality in unexpected places in american religious life

Lighten Up!: Win at Losing 2011-02-01

after catching her celebrity chef fiancé sizzling in the arms of another woman lindsey bakewell left big city wall

street for small town beacon harbor michigan to pursue her own passion as a pastry baker and gets mixed up in

someone s sweet taste of revenge more interested in kneading dough than adding it up lindsey s breakup

inspired her to set up the shop she always wanted in a place that always made her happy she d spent many

childhood summers near this beach community and converting the old run down lighthouse into a bakery café

and home offers a perfect fresh start for lindsey and her devoted newfoundland dog wellington but not everyone

in town has a sweet tooth the preservation society won t have the lighthouse s history sugar coated by lattes and

cakes and a protest group crashes lindsey s memorial day opening then her ex fiancé jeffrey plank and his



girlfriend mia long arrive to trash the place in the ensuing chaos mia chokes on a donut and dies an autopsy

reveals cyanide in mia s bloodstream and lindsey is the police s prime suspect to clear her name she s going to

need to combine ingredients found in the town s checkered past to uncover the identity of a desperate killer

includes delicious recipes advance praise for murder at the beacon bakeshop darci hannah mixes spicy

characters a sweet bakeshop and a possibly haunted lighthouse into a charming beachfront michigan village and

serves up a mystery as delectable as the bakeshop s treats and as twisty as the lighthouse stairs ginger bolton

author of boston scream murder

Whitebread Protestants 2016-09-27

digicat presents to you this unique religious collection containing the sacred texts of judaism history books and

theological writings judaism is an ethnic religion comprising the collective religious cultural and legal tradition and

civilization of the jewish people considered to be the expression of the covenant that god established with the

children of israel it encompasses a wide body of texts practices and theological positions the torah is part of the

larger text known as the tanakh or the hebrew bible and supplemental oral tradition represented by later texts



such as the midrash and the talmud contents religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central text of

rabbinic judaism torah bilingual english hebrew five books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical

exegesis by ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of the books of zohar

the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur the standard prayer book

the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the union haggadah jewish text that sets

forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish wars flavius josephus antiquities of the jews flavius

josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al

khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham

cohen

Murder at the Beacon Bakeshop 2021-02-23

if a city is its people and its people are what they eat then shouldn t food play a larger role in our dialogue about

how and where we live the food of a metropolis is essential to its character native plants proximity to farmland

the locations of supermarkets immigration food security concerns how chefs are trained how a city nourishes



itself might say more than anything else about what kind of city it is with a cornucopia of essays on comestibles

the edible city considers how one city eats it includes dishes on peaches and poverty on processing plants and

public gardens on rats and bees and bad restaurant service on schnitzel and school lunches there are incisive

studies of food safety policy of feeding the poor and of waste and a happy tale about a hardy fig tree together

they form a saucy picture of how toronto and by extension every city sustains itself from growing basil on

balconies to four star restaurants dig into the edible city and get the whole story from field to fork

The Holy Books of Yahweh 2023-11-14

the subjects treated are physical activities eating more nutritious foods and having a healthy active brain to

accomplish these goals a person must learn to change his or her mind set from old habits to new healthier habits

throughout the ten chapters the reader is encouraged to participate by answering questions making choices and

considering actions for his or her own benefits review



The Edible City 2005-11-14

winner of the 2012 case john grenzebach award for outstanding research in philanthropy for educational

advancement a guide to fundraising at historically black colleges and universities is a comprehensive research

based work that brings the best practices and expertise of seminal professionals to the larger black college

environment and beyond drawing on data driven advice from interviews with successful black college fundraisers

and private sector leaders this book gives practitioners a comprehensive approach for moving away from out of

date approaches to improve their institutions this practical guide includes an all campus approach discussion

goes beyond alumni fundraising strategies to address the blended role that faculty administrators and

advancement professionals can play to achieve fundraising success practical recommendations end of chapter

suggestions for quick reference as well as recommendations integrated throughout best practices and examples

data based content to strengthen fundraisers understanding of institutional advancement and alleviate

uncertainties examples of innovative approaches an entire chapter outlining successful innovative fundraising and

engagement programs at various institutions extensive appendices useful resources related to grant procurement

endowments alumni giving enrollment and retention financial aid and other helpful hbcu information both



newcomers and seasoned professionals in the hbcu fundraising arena will benefit from the compelling

recommendations offered in a guide to fundraising at historically black colleges and universities

Live Healthy at Any Age 2010-05-19

fifth book in the cooking easy cookbook series full of my secret candy making recipes plus many more it s really

not as hard as you think

A Guide to Fundraising at Historically Black Colleges and Universities

2012-05-23

when brett markham published a small black and white handbook about how to run a successful mini farm he

never dreamed how popular the book would soon become in 2010 skyhorse publishing inc published brett s book

in full color with over a hundred of the author s own photographs and mini farming became an instant bestseller

spawning four additional mini farming books on everything from fermenting to composting now for the first time



all 5 mini farming titles are collected together in one massive volume mini farming maximizing your mini farm

mini farming guide to composting mini farming guide to vegetable gardening mini farming guide to fermenting

learn how to make your own compost save seeds start a compost pile ferment your own wine get the most out of

your vegetable garden and more and all on just ¼ acre or less learn why tens of thousands of readers across

north america have chosen mini farming for all their self sufficiency needs this is the must have guide for any

farmer whether they re beginners or experienced mini farmers looking for new ideas

Cooking Easy 2014-08-28

in pour your heart into it former ceo and now chairman emeritus howard schultz illustrates the principles that

have shaped the starbucks phenomenon sharing the wisdom he has gained from his quest to make great coffee

part of the american experience the success of starbucks coffee company is one of the most amazing business

stories in decades what started as a single store on seattle s waterfront has grown into the largest coffee chain

on the planet just as remarkable as this incredible growth is the fact that starbucks has managed to maintain its

renowned commitment to product excellence and employee satisfaction marketers managers and aspiring



entrepreneurs will discover how to turn passion into profit in this definitive chronicle of the company that has

changed everything from our tastes to our language to the face of main street fortune

The Communion Plate of the Churches in the City of London 1894

hues of tokyo is a haunting collection of short stories with a backdrop of one of the world s most interesting cities

as you travel with visitors and natives through the streets of tokyo you will puzzle through the surreal encounter

of a first time visitor to tokyo join a salary man who is looking for life beyond the company or hold your breath as

a young girl tries to find a way out of a traumatic abuse cycle additional tales speak to lost love the blindness of

greed and redemption of fair play and the loss of an old friend to modern encroachment several provocative

stories look to japan s history for inspiration in today s fast paced society hues of tokyo can be read straight

through as a whole work with interlocking themes or each story can be cherished individually as you enter the

world of a complex city of intrigue and history however you approach the network of stories you will be

entertained by whimsical tales that both amuse and provoke deep thought about the relationships among past

present and future in tokyo and beyond



The Mini Farming Bible 2014-11-04

accessible spiritual narratives of the meal as communion plus recipes by a well known blogger widely traveled

musician and retreat leader this is a book about what nourishes us food faith family and friends and how all of

those elements are essential ingredients of communion in fact how every meal of our lives holds an invitation to

the sacred meal as i say in the opening chapter what the gospel writers don t seem to scrimp on are stories of

jesus eating or at least stories about jesus and food he eats feeds talks about food and even calls himself the

bread of life right down to that last night in the upper room where they sat around the table and he wrapped it all

up with a meal the meal as his ultimate metaphor from the introduction

Pour Your Heart Into It 2012-05-22

a broadway actress and her family go on a cross country adventure during the covid 19 shutdown drive follows

the pandemic shut down journey of come from away actress sharon wheatley and her family from broadway s

sudden closure to when the curtains finally go back up along the way wheatley thinks back on the humor and grit



of her parents and draws strength from those memories in order to confront the challenges of shepherding her

family and pets through this unprecedented time while making hilarious memories along the way drive is part

travelogue part little miss sunshine and all broadway

The Family friend [ed. by R.K. Philp]. 1863

when beverly landry inherits mystic ridge a glorious yet neglected summer resort she and her girlfriend begin a

new life in the small town of lament as soon as bev s girlfriend cate arrives on the ridge she s plagued by

terrifying nightmares involving the death of a beautiful young woman everywhere cate goes she s followed by

black mist and glowing red eyes when she sleeps a demonic force guides her toward the ridge every day brings

a new vision of death if they stay in lament someone is sure to die will mystic ridge tear cate and bev apart for

good or will a league of unlikely friends help the couple defeat the evil living on their land



Hues of Tokyo 2004-09-10

bill connors usmc must extract a secret agent from north korea without the north koreans knowledge he

organizes a secret marine intelligence unit marine gung ho is used throughout

Elements of Chemistry 1831

digicat present this meticulously edited collection of the most sacred texts of judaism as well as most important

historical and theological books about the jewish faith content religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the

central text of rabbinic judaism torah bilingual english hebrew five books of moses tales and maxims from the

midrash biblical exegesis by ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of

the books of zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur the

standard prayer book the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the union haggadah

jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish wars flavius josephus antiquities of

the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of the jews louis ginzberg philosophical



works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs

abraham cohen

Keeping the Feast 2012-09

be one of the first to read this sneak preview sample edition a sweeping addictive story of bravery and sacrifice

authentic period detail creates a suspenseful chilling atmosphere in this grand historical novel susan wiggs 1 new

york times bestselling authors fast paced suspenseful and intriguing super enjoyable elizabeth george 1 new york

times bestselling author had me guessing and turning pages right up to the final shocking reveal which i never

saw coming a perfect summer read charlie donlea usa today bestselling author a serial killer preys on women in

wwii era seattle in the new york times bestselling author s gripping new thriller a blend of vivid richly detailed

historical fiction and taut suspense 1943 seattle while raging war reshapes the landscape of europe its impact is

felt thousands of miles away too before the war nora kinney was one of countless housewives and mothers in

her comfortable capitol hill neighborhood now with her doctor husband stationed in north africa nora feels

compelled to do more than tend her victory garden or help with scrap metal drives at the boeing b 17 plant nora



learns to wield a heavy riveting gun amid the deafening noise of the assembly line a real life counterpart to rosie

the riveter in the recruitment posters yet while the country desperately needs their help not everyone is happy

about all these women taking over men s jobs nora worries that she is neglecting her children especially her

withdrawn teenage son but amid this turmoil a sinister tragedy occurs one of nora s coworkers is found strangled

in her apartment dressed in an apron with a lipstick smile smeared on her face it s the beginning of a terrifying

pattern as women war plant workers like nora are targeted throughout seattle and murdered in the same

ritualistic manner and eclipsing nora s fear for her safety is her secret growing conviction that she and the killer

are connected and that the haven that was her home has become her own personal battlefield a compulsively

unputdownable keep you guessing to the end pages flying whodunit packed with compelling complicated

characters in a fascinating and meticulously researched time and place laurie frankel new york times bestselling

author of this is how it always is nobody writes suspense better than kevin o brien read the enemy at home but

do so with the lights on robert dugoni new york times bestselling author the curves in the plot kept me reading

late into the night while checking the locks on my doors erica bauermeister new york times bestselling author of

no two persons



Drive 2022-03-01

tea room tales tidbits is an enchanting collection of stories and recipes that have been gathered while operating

the ivy tea room and craft studio in this book you will find all of the recipes that made the tearoom famous even

our coveted scones with cream and jam is included you will find an assortment of entertaining stories that detail

how the tearoom came to be and many of the oddities encountered while running it numerous ghost stories are

revealed within these pages as the century home has had many visitors over the years tamara hopes you enjoy

this much anticipated book and relive some of the food and stories she has created and experienced

Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York 1867

the mindful teacher s toolkit gives educators clear directions to develop their own mindful or awareness based

practice and ideas for how to embody and integrate these practices in their teaching the combination of activities

guidance and real life examples provide mindful teachers with a toolkit of everything they need to be able to

develop their own mindful classroom



Mystic Ridge 2008-12

in goddard school memories author and historian ginny reeves tells the story of the goddard kentucky common

school through its people giving slices of life from the log field schools to the three room school the common

school movement widely regarded as the most significant reform in nineteenth century american education was

developed by horace mann of massachusetts mann s goal was to provide free education to all regardless of

wealth heritage or class his theme is from proverbs 22 6 train up a child the way he should go and when he is

old he will not depart from it it was used at goddard school every day this comprehensive history of rural

education in kentucky details social cultural and educational events giving state and local curriculum contracts

teaching methods textbooks moonlight schools and common school requirements goddard school memories has

many engaging anecdotes full of adventure humor and tragedy the collection covers tales that range from daring

discipline issues with naughty boys putting skunk oil in teachers coat pockets turning over outhouses misplacing

tombstones in the cemetery taking boards from the schoolhouse and making wooden pistols to memories of box

suppers plays and a musical performance by tom t hall before he became a noted county music star to the

celebrated eighth grade graduation events at the neighboring goddard methodist church to the federal school



lunch program that spurred the development of a lunchroom the electrical wiring of the school and the building of

a cistern genealogists will be delighted with a list of students who attended goddard school listing birth dates and

parent names short biographies of many teachers are given goddard school memories is a moving portrait of

schoolroom stories that preserves the rich educational heritage of fleming county kentucky 238

A Warrior's Story 1843

fair trade is a fast growing alternative market intended to bring better prices and greater social justice to small

farmers around the world but what does a fair trade label signify this vivid study of coffee farmers in mexico

offers the first thorough investigation of the social economic and environmental benefits of fair trade based on

extensive research in zapotec indigenous communities in oaxaca brewing justice follows the members of the

cooperative michiza whose organic coffee is sold on the international fair trade market and compares them to

conventional farming families in the same region the book carries readers into the lives of coffee producer

households and communities offering a nuanced analysis of fair trade s effects on everyday life and the limits of

its impact brewing justice paints a clear picture of the dynamics of the fair trade market and its relationship to the



global economy drawing on interviews with dozens of fair trade leaders the book also explores the movement s

fraught politics especially the challenges posed by rapid growth and the increased role of transnational

corporations it concludes with recommendations to strengthen and protect the integrity of fair trade this updated

edition includes a substantial new chapter that assesses recent developments in both coffee growing

communities and movement politics offering a guide to navigating the shifting landscape of fair trade

consumption

A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities 2023-11-22

janice vancleave s a projects in chemistry are you having a hard time coming up with a good idea for the science

fair do you want to earn extra credit in your chemistry class or do you just want to know how the world really

works janice vancleave s a projects in chemistry can help you and the best part is it won t involve any

complicated or expensive equipment this step by step guide explores 30 different topics and offers dozens of

experiment ideas the book also includes charts diagrams and illustrations here are just a few of the topics you ll

be investigating acid base reactions polymers crystals electrolytes denaturing proteins you ll be amazed at how



easy it is to turn your ideas into winning science fair projects also available janice vancleave s a projects in

biology

Judaism: Sacred Texts, History, Theology & Philosophy 2023-06-13

machines who think how utterly preposterous huff beleaguered humanists defending their dwindling turf artificial

intelligence it s here and about to surpass our own crow techno visionaries proclaiming dominion it s so simple

and obvious each side maintains only a fanatic could disagree deciding where the truth lies between these two

extremes is the main purpose of john haugeland s marvelously lucid and witty book on what artificial intelligence

is all about although presented entirely in non technical terms it neither oversimplifies the science nor evades the

fundamental philosophical issues far from ducking the really hard questions it takes them on one by one artificial

intelligence haugeland notes is based on a very good idea which might well be right and just as well might not

that idea the idea that human thinking and machine computing are radically the same provides the central theme

for his illuminating and provocative book about this exciting new field after a brief but revealing digression in

intellectual history haugeland systematically tackles such basic questions as what is a computer really how can a



physical object mean anything what are the options for computational organization and what structures have

been proposed and tried as actual scientific models for intelligence in a concluding chapter he takes up several

outstanding problems and puzzles including intelligence in action imagery feelings and personality and their

enigmatic prospects for solution

The Enemy at Home: Sneak Peek 2020-02-03

righteous blood ruthless blades is a roleplaying game of dark adventure and heroic thrills inspired primarily by

the wuxia stories of gu long players assume the roles of eccentric heroes who solve mysteries avenge misdeeds

uphold justice and demonstrate profound mastery of the martial arts character creation is designed to produce

fleshed out potent individuals who can follow several paths including those of the physician beggar assassin thief

soldier bandit and more these characters inhabit a unique martial world or jianghu set in a romanticized ancient

china the towns temples and inns the characters can visit and the sects and factions with whom they interact will

bring their own character to the game and provide a host of opportunities and threats the game is based on a

simple ten sided dice pool mechanic loosely modeled on the one found in wandering heroes of ogre gate and



play is designed to be gritty suspenseful and fast so the focus remains on solving mysteries and roleplaying your

character when combat does arise it is consequential and swift and often resolved in a single role of the dice this

rulebook includes a sample martial world and a starting adventure as well as guidelines for games masters

looking to run wuxia games and create their own unique jianghu rife with martial experts sects and mysterious

locations

Tea Room Tales & Tidbits 2021-09-22

inside you ll find hamburger and sausage gravies seafood wellington even a section on how to can bacon moore

knows what she s talking about vice a beginner s guide to doomsday prepper cookbooks in a survival situation

fictional or real there are certain components that are necessary to consider that will insure getting to the other

side regardless of the disaster one must have food water and shelter in order to live taking that just a bit further

you must have food and a means to cook it water and a means to make it potable and shelter and a means of

heating it deborah d moore has been a prepper for most of her life long before the term was popular she

believes in being prepared to winter in during the long cold months that the upper peninsula of michigan has to



endure an entire room in her small house is devoted to food and supply storage she has a well for water plus a

filtration system in the event she has to use creek or rain water since her house is small it s easy to heat with

the wood cook stove that at the same time gives her a means of cooking and baking author deborah d moore

will take you on a fun step by step journey to recreate the same meals she makes every day using only what

she has stored in her pantry fantastic more than a collection of recipes interspersed between chapters with

recipes are snippets about life in the woods backdoor survival a modern collection of recipes that have all been

regularly prepared on a woodburning range wood cookstove cooking

The Mindful Teacher′s Toolkit 2021-04-19

Goddard School Memories 2014-09-12



Brewing Justice 1993-08-30

Janice VanCleave's A+ Projects in Chemistry 1989-01-06

Artificial Intelligence 2020-12-10

Righteous Blood, Ruthless Blades 2016-03-01

Sugared 2016-06-14
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